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Reporting Questions and Imperatives  
 

Convert the following sentences into reported speech. 

 

     e.g. Pam: “When did you buy this fire extinguisher? 

             Pam asked when I bought that fire extinguisher. 

 

1. Mary: “When do you do household chores?” 

Mary asked me ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

2. Jane: “Walk carefully! I’ve just mopped the floor.” 

Jane ordered me……………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3. Sally: “Did you take a painkiller last night? 

Sally wondered………………………………………………………..……………………… 

 

4. Eric: “What happened to you?” 

Eric wanted to learn ………………………………………………….…………………… 

 

5. Sam: “Don’t shut the doors so quickly in case there may be someone behind them.” 

Sam asked me ………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

6. Amanda: “What precautions have you taken against fire?” 

Amanda wanted to know….…………………………………………………………..…. 

 

7. My father: “Wear a pair of gloves before you take out the roast from the oven.” 

My father ordered me………………………………………………………………………. 

 

8. My mother:” Don’t walk into the kitchen!”  

My mother told us………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

9. Raul: “Be careful with the knives!” 

Raul orders me ………………………………………………………………………….…..  

 

10. James: “Do you need help?” 

 James wants to know………………………………………………………………..…… 
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    Reporting Questions and Imperatives 
 

Convert the following sentences into reported speech. 

 

 e.g. Pam: “When did you buy this fire extinguisher? 

          Pam asked when I bought that fire extinguisher. 

 

1. Mary: “When do you do household chores?” 

         Mary asked me …………………………………………………… 

2. Jane: “Walk carefully! I’ve just mopped the floor.” 

         Jane ordered me………………………………………………… 

3. Sally: “Did you take a painkiller last night? 

         Sally wondered………………………………………………..… 

4. Eric: “What happened to you?” 

         Eric wanted to learn ……………………….…………………… 

5. Sam: “Don’t shut the doors so quickly in case there may be 

someone behind them.” 

Sam asked me …………………………………………………………. 
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Reporting Questions and Imperatives 
 

Convert the following sentences into reported speech. 

 

 e.g. Pam: “When did you buy this fire extinguisher? 

          Pam asked when I bought that fire extinguisher. 

 

1. Amanda: “What precautions have you taken against fire?” 

        Amanda wanted to know….………………….…………………..…. 

2. My father: “Wear a pair of gloves before you take out the 

roast from the oven.” 

         My father ordered me…………………………………………………. 

3. My mother: ”Don’t walk into the kitchen!”  

         My mother told us…………………………………………………….. 

4. Raul: “Be careful with the knives!” 

         Raul orders me ………………………………………………….…..  
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Reporting Questions and Imperatives 

 

Convert the following sentences into reported speech. 

 

 e.g. Pam: “When did you buy this fire extinguisher? 

          Pam asked when I bought that fire extinguisher. 

 

1. Mary: “When do you do household chores?” 

         Mary asked me when I did household chores. 

2. Jane: “Walk carefully! I’ve just mopped the floor.” 

         Jane ordered me to walk carefully because/and added that 

she had just mopped the floor.  

3. Sally: “Did you take a painkiller last night? 

         Sally wondered if/whether I had taken a painkiller the             

previous night. 

4. Eric: “What happened to you?” 

         Eric wanted to learn what had happened to me. 

5. Sam: “Don’t shut the doors so quickly in case there may be 

someone behind them.” 

Sam begged me not to shut the doors so quickly in case 
there might be someone behind them. 
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Reporting Questions and Imperatives 
 

Convert the following sentences into reported speech. 

 

 e.g. Pam: “When did you buy this fire extinguisher? 

          Pam asked when I bought that fire extinguisher. 

 

1. Amanda: “What precautions have you taken against fire?” 

        Amanda wanted to know what precautions I had taken 

against fire. 

2. My father: “Wear a pair of gloves before you take out the 

roast from the oven.” 

         My father ordered me to wear a pair of gloves before I took 

out the roast from the oven. 

3. My mother: ”Don’t walk into the kitchen!”  

         My mother told us not to walk into the kitchen. 

4. Raul: “Be careful with the knives!” 

         Raul orders me to be careful with the knives. 

5. James: “Do you need help?” 

James wants to know if/whether I need help. 
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Reporting Questions and Imperatives  
 

Convert the following sentences into reported speech. 

 

     e.g. Pam: “When did you buy this fire extinguisher? 

             Pam asked when I bought that fire extinguisher. 

 

1. Mary: “When do you do household chores?” 

         Mary asked me …when I did household chores……… 

2. Jane: “Walk carefully! I’ve just mopped the floor.” 

         Jane ordered me…… to walk carefully because (and added that) she had just mopped the       

floor…..  

3. Sally: “Did you take a painkiller last night? 

         Sally wondered… if/whether I had taken a painkiller the previous night ……………..… 

4. Eric: “What happened to you?” 

         Eric wanted to learn …… what had happened to me ……… 

5. Sam: “Don’t shut the doors so quickly in case there may be someone behind them.” 

Sam begged me …not to shut the doors so quickly in case there might be someone behind 
them … 

 

6. Amanda: “What precautions have you taken against fire?” 

        Amanda wanted to know….… what precautions I had taken against fire …………… 

7. My father: “Wear a pair of gloves before you take out the roast from the oven.” 

         My father ordered me…… to wear a pair of gloves before I took out the roast from the oven … 

8. My mother: ”Don’t walk into the kitchen!”  

         My mother told us…… not to walk into the kitchen ……… 

9. Raul: “Be careful with the knives!” 

         Raul orders me …… to be careful with the knives …….…..  

10. James: “Do you need help?” 

James wants to know……… if/whether I need help.…… 
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